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Based on Stephens' best-selling Yoga Sequencing, this deck is the perfect companion or
standalone for creative yoga students and teachers. The Mark Stephens Yoga Sequencing Deck
empowers yoga students and teachers to be their creative best in designing yoga classes. With
a 92-page booklet covering the principles of sequencing yoga classes and providing clear
guidance on arranging postures in the most effective ways, the deck includes 100 yoga flash
cards color-coded by pose family (Standing, Core, Arm Support, Back Bends, Seated Twists,
Forward Bends & Hip Openers, Inversions, and Savasana). The cards feature clear color photos
of postures with the corresponding English and Sanskrit names on side one and detailed
information on how to put postures together in sequences that work for unique students and
special class intentions on side two. The perfect companion to Yoga Sequencing or for use on its
own, this deck is a hands-on way for readers to gain knowledge and skills for planning and
designing yoga classes. The booklet and cards come packaged in a box approximately 4 inches
wide, 6 inches tall, and 2 inches thick—perfect for easy storage and travel. 

About the AuthorJulie Steele is an Editor at O'Reilly currently working on titles related to Python,
SQL, PHP, web frameworks and CMS, databases (relational and non-relational), big data and
cloud computing, and data visualization. She's also interested in data transparency and open
government, and recently completed a master's degree in political science at Rutgers
University.Noah Iliinsky has spent the last several years thinking about effective approaches to
creating diagrams and other types of information visualization. He also works in interface and
interaction design, all from a functional and user-centered perspective. Before becoming a
designer he was a programmer for several years. He has a master's in Technical Communication
from the University of Washington, and a bachelor's in Physics from Reed College.
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